Help count swift nesting holes in Wellington Square

Keep a look out for swift activity when…..
- you sit in the park
- walk across the Square
- look out from an office window

What to look for
- Birds going in and out of holes under the eaves of the buildings around the square
- Swifts calling and screaming on the wing
- Birds using the 3 swift nesting boxes on No 11 (yes, they are there - look up under the eaves)

Swift numbers are plummeting and they need all the help they can get
- They arrive back in Oxford end of April and leave again in August
- Once we know where there are swift nesting holes we can add them to the national database and help to conserve them
- Please let us know when you spot active swift nests in Wellington Square

Swift Project in Wellington Square

Oxford

Nesting boxes on 11 Wellington Square were donated by Cherwell District Council Swift Project
Let us know of any sightings by email
Jocelyne.hughes@conted.ox.ac.uk